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Big Pictures Rosten Woo

Here is the fi rst known instance of a bar chart, taken from 
Wil liam Playfair’s Commercial and Political Atlas, published 
in 1876. A bar chart uses the proportions of marks to encode 
quantities. Multiple values are plotted against a common axis, 
and optical comparisons create relationships. Here, Playfair 
describes the value of his invention:

Information, that is imperfectly acquired, is generally as imperfectly re-
tained; and a man who has carefully investigated a printed table, finds, 
when done, that he has only a very faint and partial idea of what he has read; 
and that like a fi gure imprinted on sand, is soon totally erased and defaced. 
Th e amount of mercantile transactions in money, and of profi t or loss, are 
capable of being easily represented in drawing, as any part of space, or as 
the face of a country; though, till now, it has not been attempted. Upon that 
principle these Charts were made; and while they give a simple and distinct 
idea, they are as near perfect accuracy as is anyway useful.1

Bruno Latour begins his essay “Drawing Th ings Together” 
by describing another drawing on the beach. We are asked 
to imagine La Pérouse travel ling through the Pacifi c for Louis 
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XVI. He stands on the beach of an island or peninsula that 
he calls Sakhalin. The natives inscribe for him a map in the 
sand, which he copies down into his notebook. La Pérouse is 
surprised to learn that Sakhalin’s residents understand geo-
graphy quite well. What Latour asks us to consider here is not 
the power of the map per se, but the power of the notebook. 
While the waves will wash away the inscribed map within 
a few hours, the notebook (and all of the technologies of 
proportion, projection, and bookbinding that transcribing 
a map in a notebook entails) allows this map to be transported. 
And therein lies its true power. Latour calls this the “ mobile 
immutable.”2

Ideas about the earth’s surface can be fixed on a (loose or 
exacting) grid, put into relationship with another, and, finally, 
moved from the site of inscription to another location. The bar 
chart is a link in this chain of technologies,3 allowing two dif-
ferent pieces of information to be superimposed on a single axis.

Latour points out that the history of scientific discovery is 
almost always simultaneously a history of new imaging tech-
nology. Science depends fundamentally on evidence. That is, 
it depends on mark-making, developing new dyes, new meth-
ods of fixing images, measuring, and recording. And recipro-
cally, the forms of representation that gain wide acceptance 
are those that support the extraction of new resources: “We 
do not find all explanations in terms of inscription equally 
convincing, but only those that help us to understand how 
the mobilization and mustering of new resources is achieved.”4

What’s more, Latour suggests that those who traffic in re-
presentations and paperwork—the mere secondary images of 
things, the indexes of things—are, despite their mild-mannered 
profiles, the most powerful people in the world:

More precisely we should be able to explain, with the concept and empirical 
knowledge of these centers of calculation, how insignificant people work-
ing only with papers and signs become the most powerful of all. Papers 
andsigns are incredibly weak and fragile. This is why explaining anything 
with them seemed so ludicrous at first. La Pérouse’s map is not the Pacific, 
anymore than Watt’s drawings and patents are the engines, or the bankers’ 
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exchange rates are the economies, or the theorems of topology are “the real 
world.” This is precisely the paradox. By working on papers alone, on fragile 
inscriptions which are immensely less than the things from which they are 
extracted, it is still possible to dominate all things, and all people…It is not 
only because they look exclusively at maps, account books, drawings, legal 
texts and files, that cartographers, merchants, engineers, jurists, and civil 
servants get the edge on all the others. It is because all these inscriptions can 
be superimposed, reshuffled, recombined, and summarized, and that totally 
new phenomena emerge, hidden from the other people from whom all these 
inscriptions have been exacted.5

The ability to take the extracted mark and superimpose it with 
others is where the power of inscription hits its multiplier. Un-
expected power lies in the world of clerical administration, in 
the filing cabinet, the database. 

INDE XING

Last year, the Harvard Business Review declared data scientist 
to be the “sexiest job of the 21st century.”6 Indeed, if you scan 
an article from the business or technology section of a major 
newspaper this year, you’re as likely as not to encounter an 
article announcing the rise of Big Data and the data scien-
tist, a new profession that makes sense of that data using the 
unprecedented tracking and counting abilities of our digital 
interactions to inform decision-making. This character uses 
statistics to improve and predict everything from personal ac-
tivity to political results and corporate behaviour. This figure 
holds the same kind of symbolic power over our present age 
as “the engineer” held over the modernists.

Latour offers us a helpful way to think about the source of 
Big Data’s power—not just in the increased ability to acquire 
marks, but specifically in their increased portability. This may 
seem nearly self-evident, but it’s worth remembering that quanti-
fication is useful not because it converts the world into numbers 
per se, but because those numbers are the medium that allows 
us to seamlessly compare one thing to another. While the data 
scientist depends on those who produce the marks; the proper 
field of this character is in the filing cabinet, not the survey. 
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The fundamental quality of a commodity is that it is fun-
gible, that is, it can stand in for any of its kind and be convert ed 
into any other thing. The market treats its instances as equiva-
lent, or nearly so, with no regard to who produced them: 
“From the taste of wheat it is not possible to tell who produced 
it, a Russian serf, a French peasant, or an English capitalist.”7 
That interchangeability is achieved most fully when the com-
modity is transformed into another via money, hence the 
equation: C–M–C (Commodity-Money-Commodity). It is 
this transferability that is the essence of capitalism.

Quantification and commodification go hand in hand as 
methods of creating equivalency and exchange. And both 
depend on visual technologies of inscription. It is litte sur-
prise that the majority of visualization innovations are also 
part of the history of finance and economics. 

Inscription allows anything to be transported, projected 
on the same axis as another. Of course, there are certain rules. 
Not every piece of data can be usefully compared to any other. 
This is what the data scientist purports to offer: the expertise 
necessary to convert far-flung bits of data and project them into 
a single space, that is, to make this information “actionable.”

We are told that the rise of Big Data is in large part due to 
the new floods of information available to us. And, as more 
and more human activity takes place in the digital domain, 
it becomes easier and easier to harvest quantitative informa-
tion automatically. Keystrokes, mouse clicks, and minutes 
spent become automatically tracked; portable sensors prolifer-
ate; computer vision improves—the digital world voraciously 
consumes more and more of the analog. At data visualization 
conferences, data artists talk about information as a passive 
medium; not a technique, but a kind of raw natural resource, 
like stone in a quarry. It becomes tempting to imagine that 
qualitative description is just a matter of resolution and band-
width. As the number of simultaneously holdable points of 
data grows, we get closer to an exact portrait of the world. 

But, in fact, the opposite impulse is just as true: as streams 
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of data grow in number and in complexity, a second urge arises: 
the desire to decrease data’s resolution and its  dimensionality. 
Ex perts produce (and consumers pay a lot for) indices of 
data, instead of the data itself. This is what the data scientist 
is hired to do.

At this point, it’s worth mentioning that in the last few years 
I’ve found some of my work lumped into this field of data vis-
ualization. The examples that follow are drawn from recent 
projects. A little over a year ago, I was asked to help map and 
visualize the American Human Development Index, a domes-
tic index adapted from an international measure called the 
Human Development Index (hdi). 

The hdi is a single number from 0 to 10 created in 1990 by 
the Pakistani economist Mahbub ul Haq, and published by 
the United Nations Development Programme.8 The number 
functions as a kind of report card for the world. At regular 
intervals countries are assessed and given an hdi score. The 
hdi was designed “to shift the focus of development economics 
from national income accounting to people-centered policies.” 
The hdi is a summary index that looks at Life Expectancy 
at birth, median income, and literacy, and is designed to 
supplant gdp as the measure of a country’s “development.” 
Though the index follows directly from the Nobel laureate 
Amartya Sen’s work to distinguish economic well-being from 
human well-being, the two famously disagreed on the initial 
design of the hdi. Sen favoured a multiplicity of indicators to 
reflect the rich variance of the world, but Haq (successfully) 
argued that a simple composite measure of human develop-
ment was absolutely necessary to convince the public, as well 
as academic and policy audiences. Sen eventually agreed with 
this strategy, conceding that a single number would have a 
much better chance of supplanting gdp as the primary indi-
cator of a country’s “development.” The goal of the index is to 
shape policy discussion, and it has been remarkably success-
ful in its short life thus far.

Of course, indexing is a one-way transformation, a “lossy” 
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form of compression: it turns a myriad of indicators into one, 
and the factored indicators cannot be determined from the 
index. This compression gives the hdi both its fragility and 
its power. The simplicity of the number makes it immediately 
graspable and thus politically expedient. Are things getting 
better or worse? Going up or down? The goal of such an index is 
to make the stream of data we now live in actionable. Thus, if 
policy-makers don’t have time to evaluate numerous indicators, 
they can still understand the trajectory of a place at a glance.

Similar indices are proliferating in the commercial sphere. 
Everything from home prices to the Dow Jones, the livability 
of a city, or its suitability for dating comes with an index. These 
indices are published or distributed at various price points and 
with varying levels of transparency. The hdi employs a self-
consciously transparent methodology. While you cannot  instantly 
convert the index into its sub-indices, they are readily pub-
lished alongside the hdi. Meanwhile, many commercial indi-
ces hold their sub-indices as trade secrets, even guarding their 
calculation methods internally. The proof of their veracity is, 
I suppose, their effectiveness over time.

Take for example the mapping software company Envi-
ron mental Systems Research Institute (esri).9 It traffics in 
the pro duction of mapping software, but also the collection 
and distribution of massive sets of geographically located 
data. Most industries that deal with the earth’s surface (which 
is to say, most industries) use esri’s products in some capacity, 
whether for siting oil pipelines, managing forests, or  producing 
traffic counts.

Part of the business of a group like esri is to provide data 
to organizations and corporations that are making decisions 
about where to locate things in the future, for instance where 
to open a Best Buy or close a Wawa. For a business hoping 
to locate or move something, the product they are buying is 
not the location of the thing (as you might consume on your 
smartphone) but the location of you, and just as importantly, 
some information about the kind of person you are: your stated 
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and revealed preferences, your habits and associations. 
To this end, people are produced and filtered into demogra-

phic categories. esri is not alone in this type of demographic 
market segmentation. Product like esri’s “Tapestry,” Expe -
ri an’s mosaic, or Claritas’ prizm all function in much the same 
way. Tapestry abstracts individual households into 66 demo-
graphic categories, each with a ranked number, and an easy-
to-remember, sometimes questionable name, like “Social 
 Security Set,” or:

Rank 08 “Laptops and Lattes”: With no home-ownership or child-rearing re-
sponsibilities, residents of Laptops and Lattes neighborhoods enjoy single life 
in the big city. Most households are singles who live alone or with a roommate. 
The average household size remains constant at 1.8. The median age is 38.7 years. 
Although most of the population is white, Asians represent 10.4 percent of the 
total population (almost two-and-one-half times the national level).10

These segments are further consolidated into LifeMode and 
Urbanization Groups, and this data is offered to customers in 
a variety of pricings and packages. 

So, the middleman between the surveyor and the decision-
maker has a unique responsibility: to choose the right forms 
to superimpose, to apply the right transformations and to 
frame the right patterns to produce a mobile immutable 
that is, above all, actionable. This chain of transformations 
provides the basis of knowledge about whether or not a site is 
desirable. Do enough “laptops and lattes” live within a five-
minute drive time? Are they spending enough of their dispo-
sable income on a comparable good? 

It is easy to see how this conception literally moves from a 
physical reality to a set of abstractions, is made actionable, and re-
sults in a series of decisions that have physically real consequences. 
Let me suggest the formulation, P–A–P (Physical-Abstraction-
Physical). For example, the conceptual category “Laptops and 
Lattes” registers a series of understandings about the character 
of a place which lead to the construction of a new place. “Laptops 
and Lattes” demands an actual place where you can buy a latte 
and plug in your laptop. The map of the world becomes the world.
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Just as capitalism, Marx suggests, turns C–M–C on its head 
to get M–C–M, where the Commodity becomes just a station 
on the way for Money to turn itself into more Money, today’s 
culture of big data turns P–A–P into A–P–A: Abstraction be-
gets more abstraction, Big Data begets more data, but robs us 
of some surplus value along the way. But, just as we cannot 
reasonably “turn our back” on capitalism, neither can we turn 
our back on “quantification.”12

YOU MIGHT NOT BE INTERESTED IN DATA,
BUT DATA IS INTERESTED IN YOU 

In his essay “Sampling and the Politics of Representation 
in the US Census 2000,” the political geographer Matthew Han-
nah introduces a provocative concept: Statistical Citizenship. 
He argues that filling out a census form has more concrete 
consequences for your experience of government than voting. 
Your participation (or non-participation) in the census might 
determine your congressional district’s shape, the eligibility 
point for affordable housing in your city, the availability of 
funding for after-school programming at your school dis-
trict, the distribution of Federal Block Grants to your block. 
He presents a conundrum: minorities and those without the 
required paperwork for proof of residency have historically 
grounded motives to distrust government, and they have a 
reasonable interest in “hiding” from the census, or at the least 
an understandable justification for ambivalence and indiffer-
ence. And yet, being made visible is in fact likely to have at 
least one set of direct and concrete positive consequences.13

If this is true of political representation, it is even more 
true of your representation as a row in an urban planner’s, 
real estate marketer’s, or demographer’s mysql database. 
The challenge we are left with as individuals is not whether or 
not we want to appear as abstractions, but how. Does  refusing 
to join Facebook or participate in market research effectively 
 allow us to “opt out,” or is it the statistical equivalent of mere-
ly refusing to vote?
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As designers and statisticians, we are challenged to pro-
duce better models, abstractions, segmentations, and index-
ing technologies, and to critically shape the ways these open 
or close possibilities. Clearly there are better and worse forms 
of abstraction, generalization, and grouping. Is there such a 
thing as a utopian self-monitoring? Utopian data-viz?

Part of the supposed power of the market is its ungrasp-
ability. In the ideological battle between the planned and the 
unplanned economy, the advantage of the “free” market is 
that its operation is unimageable. It has no central vantage 

 
 

 
elected to power in 1970. It consisted of a network of linked 
telex Machines that continuously fed information from key 
industries to a series of hubs for monitoring and decision- making, 
simplifying Chile’s economy into seven indices, visually repre-
sented on daily slides.14
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The system was intended to be a democratic, technical solu-
tion to the problems of a planned economy. Nested feedback 
loops operated at multiple levels, from the individual worker 
to the entire state. The cybersyn operations room was de-
signed to support conversations between non-experts. Seven 
swivel chairs were arranged in a circle to facilitate democratic 
voting and discussion. The interface was intentionally limited 
to a few large buttons that controlled slide projectors. The proj-
ect was developed from the thinking of Stafford Beer and the 
cybernetics movement, which imagined that the future of the 
world would hinge on the ability of systems to self-regulate 
and create feedback loops. 

There’s no evidence that it worked or didn’t work, and the 
operations room was destroyed under Pinochet. But the 
image is instantly compelling. Today it resembles nothing so 
much as a Bloomberg terminal.15 Do big pictures increase or 
decrease our autonomy and agency within a system? Can a 
central vantage point be made available to all?

Another central vantage point worth revisiting is Otto and 
Marie Neurath’s Gesellschafts und Wirtschaftsmuseum in 
Vienna, produced and operated in the late 1920s. The Neuraths 
(with collaborator Gerd Arntz) are now best known for the 
production of Isotype (the International System of Typographic 
Picture Education) and the fundamentally rationalist, positiv-
ist project of creating representative icons.16 The influence of 
these is easily detected in both “universal” wayfinding sign-
age and the relatively recent proliferation of infographics. It 
seems relevant to connect these figures back to their origins 
in a larger social and political project. The Neuraths were 
anarchists interested in helping workers imagine their place 
in the industrialized economy, which operated at too large a 
scale for any individual to understand without special aids, 
and Isotype figures were intended as a tool in a system of 
popular education. 

In the Isotype system of pictographs, proportion and 
duplication took Playfair’s bar chart and married it to re-
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presentational abstractions: it was designed to clarify and 
make both sums and qualities equally readable in the chart. 
Indeed, today’s data visualizer or data scientist could do 
worse than re-read Marie Neurath’s text “Th e Transformer,” 
which imagines the making of marks as an activity inherently 
linked to a social and political project. �
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